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Abstract
We prove the equivalence of Hardy- and Sobolev-type inequalities, certain
uniform bounds on the heat kernel and some spectral regularity properties of the
Neumann Laplacian associated with an arbitrary region of ﬁnite measure in
Euclidean space. We also prove that if one perturbs the boundary of the region
within a uniform Ho¨lder category, then the eigenvalues of the Neumann Laplacian
change by a small and explicitly estimated amount.
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1. Introduction
Let O be an arbitrary region in RN and let us deﬁne the Neumann
Laplacian to be the non-negative self-adjoint operator H ¼ DN acting in
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L2ðOÞ and associated with the quadratic form
Qðf Þ ¼
R
O jrf j
2 dNx if fAW 1;2ðOÞ;
þN otherwise
(
ð1Þ
as described in [4, Section 4.4]. It is well known that if O is bounded with
continuous boundary @O; then H has compact resolvent since the
embedding W 1;2ðOÞCL2ðOÞ is compact.1 However, in general the spectrum
of H may be quite wild, even for bounded regions in R2 [8]. These
phenomena are not well understood, with the result that the Neumann
Laplacian is far less studied than the Dirichlet Laplacian.
In this paper, we prove a number of general results concerning the
spectral behaviour of the Neumann Laplacian. We start by investigating the
relationship between Hardy- and Sobolev-type inequalities for arbitrary
regions of ﬁnite inradius. We then establish the equivalence of Sobolev-type
inequalities to some spectral properties of the Neumann Laplacian. The
results apply in particular to bounded regions with Ho¨lder continuous
boundaries.
Even if one knows that the spectrum is discrete, the numerical
computation of the eigenvalues by the ﬁnite element or other methods
depends upon the assumption that if one replaces a very irregular
boundary by a suitable polygonal or piecewise smooth approximation,
then the eigenvalues are very little affected. This continuous dependence of
the spectrum on the boundary holds in great generality for Dirichlet
boundary conditions, but is much less obvious for Neumann boundary
conditions.
In the last part of the paper, we investigate the effect of perturbing
the boundary. We ﬁrst prove a quasi-monotonicity property of the
eigenvalues when the region decreases, under suitable regularity hypotheses
on the larger region. We then apply a scaling trick to prove that the
eigenvalues vary continuously with the region provided the boundaries of
the regions concerned satisfy a uniform Ho¨lder condition. Moreover,
the change in the eigenvalues of the Neumann Laplacian is explicitly
estimated.
Many of the results of this paper apply not only to the Neumann
Laplacian but to general strictly elliptic second-order operators or
Schro¨dinger operators whose quadratic form domains are contained in
W 1;2ðOÞ: The proofs need almost no alterations.
1See for example [2]. The deﬁnition of a region with continuous boundary may be obtained
from the deﬁnition of a region with Lip g-boundary in Section 2 by replacing in part (ii) the
Lip g-condition for jj by the assumption that jj is continuous on Wj : Necessary and sufﬁcient
conditions for the compactness of this embedding in terms of capacities were obtained in [12].
See also recent paper [7] in which sufﬁcient conditions for the compactness in geometric terms
have been established weaker than the assumption of the continuity of the boundary.
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2. Relationship between the Sobolev- and Hardy-type inequalities
Let OCRN be a region, for xAO; dðxÞ be the distance of the point x from
the boundary @O of O and, for e > 0;
Oe ¼ fxARN : distðx;OÞoeg;
Oe ¼ fxAO : dðxÞ > eg
and
@eO ¼ O\Oe ¼ fxAO : dðxÞpeg:
For a region with a ﬁnite measure jOj; the Minkowski dimension of @O
relative to O (brieﬂy, the Minkowski dimension of @O) is the following
quantity:
Mð@OÞ ¼ inffl > 0 : Mlð@OÞoNg;
where
Mlð@OÞ ¼ lim sup
e-0þ
j@eOj
eNl
:
Obviously, Mð@OÞpN: However, there exist O such that Mlð@OÞ ¼N for
all lAð0; NÞ [5]. It can be proved that Mð@OÞXN  1 [9]. If O satisﬁes the
cone condition, then Mð@OÞ ¼ N  1 [9].
Recall that a Whitney covering W of an open set O is a family of closed
cubes Q each having edge length LQ ¼ 2k; k ¼ 1; 2;y; such that
(i) O ¼
S
QAW Q;
(ii) the interiors of distinct cubes are disjoint;
(iii) diamðQÞpdistðQ; @OÞp4 diam ðQÞ;
(iv) 1
4
diamðQ2ÞpdiamðQ1Þp4 diamðQ2Þ if Q1-Q2a|;
(v) at most 12N other cubes in W can touch a ﬁxed QAW; and for a
ﬁxed tAð1; 5=4Þ each xAO lies in at most 12N of the dilated cubes tQ;
QAW:
It is known (see, for example, [14, Chapter VI]) that such a covering exists
for any O: Note that condition (iii) implies that diamðQÞpdðxÞp5 diamðQÞ
for any xAQ:
Let, for a positive integer k; nðkÞ denote the number of cubes in Wk ¼
fQAW : LQ ¼ 2kg: If O has ﬁnite measure, then nðkÞpc12Nk; where c1 > 0
is independent of k: Moreover, Mlð@OÞoN if, and only if, nðkÞpc22lk;
where c2 > 0 is independent of k [10].
Let 0ogp1; M; d > 0; sX1 be an integer, and let fVjgsj¼1 be a family of
bounded open cuboids and fljg
s
j¼1 be a family of rotations. We say that, for
a bounded region OCRn; its boundary @OALipðg; M; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1Þ if
(i) OC
Ss
j¼1 ðVjÞd and ðVjÞd-Oa|;
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(ii) for j ¼ 1;y; s
ljðVjÞ ¼ f xARN : aijoxiobij ; i ¼ 1;y; Ng;
ljðO-VjÞ ¼ fxARN : aNjoxNojjð %xÞ; %xAWjg;
where %x ¼ ðx1;y; xN1Þ; Wj ¼ f %xARN1 : aijoxiobij ; i ¼
1;y; N  1g and
j jð %xÞ  jjð %yÞjpM j %x  %yjg; %x; %yA %Wj;
(iii) if Vj-@Oa|; then
aNj þ dpjjð %xÞpbNj  d; %xAWj :
However, if VjCO; then jjð %xÞ 
 bNj :
We also say that, for a bounded region O and 0ogp1; @OALip g
if there exist M ; d > 0; an integer sX1; a family of bounded open
cuboids fVjg
s
j¼1; and a family of rotations fljg
s
j¼1 such that
@OALipðg; M ; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1Þ:
If O is a bounded region and @OALip g; then Mð@OÞpN  g: Moreover, if
@OALipðg; M ; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1Þ; there exist e0; a0 > 0; depending only on
N; g; M; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1; such that for all 0oepe0
j@eOjpa0eg: ð2Þ
Theorem 1. Let OCRN be a region with a finite inradius, i.e.,
supxAO dðxÞoN; and let 1ppoN:
1. If for some a > 0; c1 > 0
jjdaf jjLpðOÞpc1jj f jjW 1;pðOÞ ð3Þ
for all fAW 1;pðOÞ; then there exists c2 > 0 such that
jj f jjLqðOÞpc2jj f jjW 1;pðOÞ ð4Þ
for all fAW 1;pðOÞ; where q ¼ Mp
Mp; M ¼ Nð1þ aÞ if N > p and q is any
number such that poqopð1þ ap
N
Þ if Npp:
2. If for some s > 0Z
O
dðxÞs dNxoN ð5Þ
and for some q > p and c2 > 0 inequality (4) holds, then there exists c1 > 0
such that inequality (3) holds with a ¼ sð1
p
 1
q
Þ:
Proof. (1) First, we note that there exists c3 > 0 such that
jjd
Nð1
p
1
r
Þ
f jjLrðOÞpc3jj f jjW 1;pðOÞ
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for all fAW 1;pðOÞ; where r ¼ Np
Np if N > p; and poroN if Npp: This
inequality follows by scaling the standard Sobolev inequality for cubes and
by using the Whitney decomposition of O: (It is contained in a more general
statement of such type proved by Brown [1, Theorem 3.1].)
Let 0olo1 and qAðp; rÞ be such that
1
q
¼
1 l
p
þ
l
r
:
Bearing in mind that
j f j ¼ ðd
Nð1
p
1
r
Þ l1lj f jÞ1lðd
Nð1
p
1
r
Þ
j f jÞl;
we choose l so that Nð1
p
 1
r
Þ l
1l ¼ a: Then
l ¼
a
N
a
N
þ
1
p

1
r
 1
;
q ¼
a
N
þ
1
p

1
r
 
1
p
a
N
þ
1
p

1
r
 

a
N
1
p

1
r
  1
:
By applying Ho¨lder’s inequality with the exponents p
1l and
r
l; we have
jj f jjLqðOÞ ¼ jjðd
aj f jÞ1lðd
Nð1
p
1
r
Þ
j f jÞljjLqðOÞ
p jjdaf jj1lLpðOÞjjd
Nð1
p
1
r
Þ
f jjlLrðOÞpc1l1 cl3jj f jjW 1;pðOÞ:
If N > p; then r ¼ Np
Np and hence q ¼
Mp
Mp: If Npp; then by passing
to the limit as r-N we see that q can be any real number satisfying
poqopð1þ ap
N
Þ:
(2) The second statement follows immediately by Ho¨lder’s inequality with
the exponents qp
qp and q:
jjdaf jjLpðOÞpjjdajj
L
qp
qpðOÞ
jj f jjLqðOÞp
Z
O
dðxÞs dNx
 1
p
1
q
c2jj f jjW 1;pðOÞ:
&
Corollary 2. Let OCRN be a region of finite measure and 1ppoN: Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) For some a; c1 > 0 inequality (3) holds for all fAW 1;pðOÞ:
(b) For some s > 0 condition (5) is satisfied, and for some q > p and c2 > 0
inequality (4) holds for all fAW 1;pðOÞ:
(c) Mð@OÞoN and for some q > p and c2 > 0 inequality (4) holds for all
fAW 1;pðOÞ:
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Proof. Inequality (3) implies, by putting f 
 1; thatZ
O
dðxÞap dNxpcp1jOj:
Now it sufﬁces to recall that, for regions O of ﬁnite measure, the inequality
Mð@OÞoN is equivalent to the existence of mAð0; 1Þ such thatR
O dðxÞ
m dNxoN [1]. &
3. Equivalence of the Sobolev-type inequalities to some spectral properties of
Neumann Laplacian
In this section we assume that O is a region in RN and suppose that
H ¼ DN acts in L2ðOÞ subject to Neumann boundary conditions.
Proposition 3. Assume that NX2 and that OCRN is any region.
1. Let 2oqp 2N
N2 if NX3; 2oqoN if N ¼ 2 and M ¼
2q
q2: Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) There exists c4 > 0 such that
jj f jjLqðOÞpc4jj f jjW 1;2ðOÞ ð6Þ
for all fAW 1;2ðOÞ:
(b) There exists c5 > 0 such that
jjeHtf jjLNðOÞpc5tM=4jjf jjL2ðOÞ ð7Þ
for all fAL2ðOÞ and all 0otp1:
(c) The semigroup eHt has a continuous integral kernel
Kðt; x; yÞ; t > 0; x; yAO and there exists c6 > 0 such that
0oKðt; x; yÞpc6tM=2 ð8Þ
for all x; yAO and 0otp1:
2. Let 0ogp1; O be bounded and @OALip g: If g ¼ 1; then (a) is satisfied
with q ¼ 2N
N2 for NX3 ðhence in (7) and (8) M ¼ NÞ and with any
2oqoN for N ¼ 2 (hence in (7) and (8) any M > 2). If 0ogo1; then
(a) is satisfied with q ¼ 2ðgþn1Þ
N1g (hence in (7) and (8) M ¼
gþN1
g ).
The ﬁrst statement is proved, for example, in [3, Corollary 2.4.3, Lemma
2.1.2]. (One needs to take into account that QuadðHÞ ¼ W 1;2ðOÞ:) The
second statement is proved in [6,11,13].
Remark 4. Each of the constants c4; c5; c6 can be estimated from any of the
others, given q; or equivalently M :
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Remark 5. If N ¼ 1; then (a) is satisﬁed with q ¼N and (b) and (c) are
satisﬁed with M ¼ 1:
If N > 1; there exists a region, say a region with exponentially
degenerate boundary [13], such that (a) is not valid for any q > 2: However,
if such q > 2 exists, it must satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 3. The
appropriate range for M ¼ 2q
q2 is NpMoN for NX3 and 2oMoN for
N ¼ 2:
On the other hand (b) and (c), which are always equivalent [2, Lemma
2.1.2], could be also invalid for some region O for all M > 0: However, if
there exist M > 0 for which (b) and (c) are valid, then NpMoN for any
NX1:
Hence, if NpMoN for NX3 and 2oMoN for N ¼ 2; then (b) and (c)
are equivalent to (a) where q ¼ 2M
M2: However, if M ¼ 2 for N ¼ 2; then (b)
and (c) are not equivalent to (a) for any q > 2: (In this case (b) and (c) are
equivalent to a certain logarithmic Sobolev inequality or to a certain Nash
inequality [3, Example 2.3.1, Corollary 2.4.7].)
Example 6. Let NX3 and 0ogp1 or N ¼ 2 and 0ogo1: The following
well-known example shows that in this case, the exponents q and M in the
second statement of Proposition 3 are the best possible, i.e., q cannot be
replaced by a larger one and M cannot be replaced by a smaller one. Let
O ¼ fðx; yÞ : yARN1; jyjo1; jyjgoxo1g: Then @OALip g: A direct compu-
tation shows that xdAW 1;2ðOÞ if, and only if, do 1þ 1
2
ð1þ N1g Þ and
xdALqðOÞ if, and only if, do1
q
ð1þ N1g Þ: If (a) holds, then
1
q
1þ
N  1
g
 
X 1þ
1
2
1þ
N  1
g
 
3qp2ðgþ N  1Þ
N  1 g
:
Since in the case under consideration (b) and (c) are equivalent to (a) it
follows also that MXgþN1g :
Theorem 7. Assume that OCRN is a region of finite measure.
1. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) For some q > 2 and c4 > 0; the inequality
jj f jjLqðOÞpc4jj f jjW 1;2ðOÞ
is satisfied for all fAW 1;2ðOÞ:
(b) H has discrete spectrum and if all its eigenvalues ln; n ¼
0; 1; 2;y; which are non-negative and of finite multiplicity, are
written in increasing order and repeated according to multi-
plicity and fn is the corresponding orthonormal basis of
eigenvectors, then there exist a1; c7; a2; c8 > 0 and an integer
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n0X1 such that
lnXc7na1 ; jjfnjjLNðOÞpc8la2n ð9Þ
for all nXn0:
2. If N ¼ 1 or NX2; O is bounded and @OALip g where 0ogp1; then
conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied.
Remark 8. One could also assume that conditions (9) were valid for all nX1:
However, the ﬁrst few eigenvalues may be extremely small if O is nearly
disconnected and it is not easy to provide explicit bounds on the constants
c7; c8 which apply for all nX1:
Remark 9. The relationship between q and ða1; a2Þ is not symmetrical and
we do not expect that a symmetrical relationship can be obtained.
The proof of this theorem will be based on the following lemmas
containing additional information.
Lemma 10. Let M; c5 > 0 and let OCRN be a region of finite measure such
that inequality (7) is satisfied for all 0otp1: Then
jj fnjjLNðOÞpc9
1 if 0olnp1;
l
M
4
n if ln > 1;
8<
: ð10Þ
where c9 ¼ ec5:
Proof. If 0olnp1 put t ¼ 1 in (7) to get eln jj fnjjLNðOÞpc5: So
jj fnjjLNðOÞpc5elnpc5e: If ln > 1 put t ¼ 1=ln in (7) to get
e1jj fnjjLNðOÞpc5lðM=4Þn : &
Lemma 11. Let M; c6; c10 > 0 and let OCRN be a region such that inequality
(8) is satisfied for all x; yAO; 0otp1 and jOjpc10: Then there exists an
integer n0X1; depending only on c6; c10; such that
lnX
n
n0
  2
M
; nXn0: ð11Þ
Proof. By integrating (8) with x ¼ y over O we get
nelntp
Xn
k¼0
elktp
XN
k¼0
elkt ¼
Z
O
Kðt; x; xÞ dNxpc6jOjt
M
2 ;
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hence
elntX
nt
M
2
c6jOj
X
nt
M
2
c6c10
; 0otp1:
By putting here t ¼ 1 it follows that
lnX1; nXn0 ¼ ½ec6c10 þ 1:
Finally, for nXn0 we put t ¼ l
1
n to get
lnX
n
ec6c10
  2
M
X
n
n0
  2
M
: &
Lemma 12. Let M; c9 > 0 and let n0X1 be an integer. Moreover, let OCRN
be a region of finite measure such that inequalities (10) and (11) are satisfied.
Then there exist c5; c6 > 0; depending only on M ; c9 and n0; such that the
inequalities (7) and (8) are satisfied with 2M replacing M:
Proof. If 0otp1 and x; yAO; then
0oKðt; x; yÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
elntfnðxÞfnðyÞp
XN
n¼0
elntjj fnjj2LNðOÞ
p c29
Xn01
n¼0
1þ
XN
n¼n0
elntl
M
2
n
 !
:
Since
elnt=2l
M
2
n ¼
t
2
 M2
elnt=2
lnt
2
 M
2
p t
2
 M2 M
2e
 M
2
¼ c11t
M2 ;
it follows thatXN
n¼n0
elntl
M
2
n p c11t
M
2
XN
n¼n0
e
lnt
2
p c11n0t
M
2
1
n0
XN
n¼n0
exp 
t
2
n
n0
  2
M
0
@
1
A
p c11n0t
M
2
Z N
0
exp 
t
2
x
2
M
 
dx
¼ c11n0tM
Z N
0
exp 
1
2
s
2
M
 
ds ¼ c12tM :
HenceXN
n¼0
elntjj fnjj
2
LNðOÞpc6tM ; ð12Þ
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where c6 ¼ c29ðn0 þ c12Þ; and (8) follows with the exponent 
M
2
replaced by
M :
Furthermore,
jjeHtf jjLNðOÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
elntfnðxÞðf ; fnÞ




LNðOÞ
p
XN
n¼0
elntjj fnjjLNðOÞjðf ; fnÞj
p
XN
n¼0
e2lntjj fnjj2LNðOÞ
 !1
2
jj f jjL2ðOÞ:
Hence by (12)
jjeHtf jjLNðOÞpð2Mc6Þ
1
2t
M
2 jj f jjL2ðOÞ
and (7) follows with c5 ¼ ð2Mc6Þ
1
2 and the exponent M
4
replaced by
M
2
: &
Proof of Theorem 7. As is well known, condition (a) implies that the
embedding W 1;2ðOÞCL2ðOÞ is compact. Hence H has compact resolvent, its
spectrum is discrete, and all its eigenvalues, which are non-negative, are of
ﬁnite multiplicity. Furthermore, by Proposition 3 and Lemmas 10, 11 (a)
implies (b) with a1 ¼ 2M and a2 ¼
M
4
where M ¼ 2q
q2: Conversely by the proof
of Lemma 12, it follows that (b) implies inequality (7) with M ¼ 2ð2a2 þ 1a1Þ
which in its turn by Proposition 3 implies (a) with q ¼ 2M
M2: &
4. Perturbations of the domain
In this section we compare the spectrum of Hi ¼ DN acting in L2ðOiÞ
when O1 and O2 are very close to each other in a suitable sense. We will also
need to assume regularity, since it is known that even if O1 has smooth
boundary and O2 only differs from it in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood
of a single point of @O1; the spectrum of H2 need not be discrete.
We start with the more general argument. Following [4, Chapter 4] we
deﬁne the variational quantities mn;i for all non-negative integers n by
mn;i ¼ inffmðLÞ : dimðLÞ ¼ n þ 1g;
where mðLÞ is deﬁned for every ﬁnite-dimensional subspace L of L2ðOiÞ by
mðLÞ ¼ supfQiðf Þ=jjf jj2L2ðOÞ : 0afALg
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and Qi are deﬁned as in (1). Note that m0;i ¼ 0 since 0 is an eigenvalue of Hi
for i ¼ 1; 2: It is known that mn;i are equal to the eigenvalues ln;i of Hi
written in increasing order and repeated according to multiplicity in case Hi
has compact resolvent.
Theorem 13. Let O1CRN be a region of finite measure.
1. If for some q > 2; c13 > 0
jj f jjLqðO1Þpc13jj f jjW 1;2ðO1Þ ð13Þ
for all fAW 1;2ðO1Þ; then for every integer nX1 there exist bn;1 ¼
bn;1ðO1Þ; en;1 ¼ en;1ðO1Þ > 0 such that for all regions O2CO1; satisfying
jO1\O2jpen;1; the inequality
mn;2pð1þ bn;1jO1\O2jÞln;1 ð14Þ
holds.
2. If, in addition, Mð@O1ÞoN ; then for every sAð0; N  Mð@O1ÞÞ and for
every integer nX1 there exist bn;2 ¼ bn;2ðO1Þ; en;2 ¼ en;2ðO1Þ > 0 such that
for all 0oepen;2 and for all regions O2; satisfying O1\@eO1CO2CO1; the
inequality
mn;2pð1þ bn;2esÞln;1 ð15Þ
holds.
Proof. (1) Let L ¼ linff0;y;fng where fi are the eigenfunctions of H1
associated with li;1 and let M ¼ PL where P is the restriction map from
L2ðO1Þ to L2ðO2Þ: By Proposition 3 it follows that there exist M > 2 and
c5 > 0 such that inequality (7) is satisﬁed with O1 and H1 replacing O and H
for all 0otp1 and fAL2ðO1Þ: Hence if f ¼
Pn
k¼0 akfkAL; jjf jjL2ðOÞ ¼ 1;
then by (7) where t ¼ 1 applied to eH1f we have
jjf jjLNðOÞp c5jjeH1 f jjL2ðOÞ ¼ c5
Xn
k¼0
akelk;1fk




L2ðOÞ
p c5
Xn
k¼0
jakj2e2lk;1
 !1
2
pc5eln;1 :
Furthermore,
jjPf jj2L2ðO1Þ ¼ jj f jj
2
L2ðO2Þ ¼ jj f jj
2
L2ðO1Þ  jjf jj
2
L2ðO1\O2Þ
X 1 jO1\O2j jj f jj2LNðO1\O2ÞX1 c
2
5e
2ln;1 jO1\O2j:
Assume that jO1\O2jpð2c25e2ln;1Þ1: Then
jjPf jj2L2ðO1Þp1þ 2c
2
5e
2ln;1 jO1\O2j:
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If g ¼ Pf where fAL and jj f jjL2ðO1Þ ¼ 1; then
Q2ðgÞ
jjgjj2L2ðO2Þ
¼
Q2ðf Þ
jjPf jj2L2ðO1Þ
pð1þ 2c25e2ln;1 jO1\O2jÞQ1ðf Þ:
Since dimðMÞpdimðLÞ ¼ n þ 1; the ﬁrst statement of the theorem with
bn;1 ¼ 2c25e
2ln;1 and en;1 ¼ b1n;1 follows by using the variational deﬁnitions of
mn;2 and ln;1:
(2) If Mð@O1ÞoN; then for every sAð0; N  Mð@OÞÞ there exist e1 ¼
e1ðsÞ; a1 ¼ a1ðsÞ > 0 such that for all 0oepe1
j@eO1jpa1es: ð16Þ
Hence the second statement of the theorem with bn;2 ¼ bn;1a1 and
0oepen;2 
 minfb
1s
n;2 ; e1g follows from the ﬁrst one. &
Remark 14. The size of bn;1ðOÞ and en;1ðOÞ depends upon ln;1: An upper
bound to ln;1 can be given in terms of the inradius r ¼ maxfdðxÞ : xAOg as
follows. If Bða; rÞCO; then ln;1pgn;a;r where gn;a;r is the nth eigenvalue of D
in L2ðBða; rÞÞ subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions. By scaling one also
has gn;a;r ¼ gn;0;1r
2:
Remark 15. If for some a; c14 > 0
jjdaf jjL2ðO1Þpc14jj f jjW 1;2ðO1Þ
for all fAW 1;2ðO1Þ; then both statements of Theorem 13 are valid by
Corollary 2.
The conditions of Theorem 13 are not sufﬁcient to establish that H2 has a
compact resolvent, since @O2 may have arbitrarily bad local singularities
subject to the above conditions. In order to obtain an inequality in the
reverse direction we make further assumptions.
Corollary 16. Assume that O1 satisfies the conditions of the first part of
Theorem 13 and for some s > 0 inequality ð16Þ holds. Moreover, let regions
O3ðeÞ; e > 0; be such that
(i) O3ðeÞCO1\@eO1;
(ii) there exist e2; a2 > 0 such that for all 0oepe2
jO1\O3ðeÞjpa2es;
(iii) for every integer nX1 there exist bn;3 ¼ bn;3ðO1Þ; en;3 ¼ en;3ðO1Þ > 0
such that for all 0oepen;3
mn;3Xln;1ð1 bn;3e
sÞ:
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Then for every integer nX1 there exist bn;4 ¼ bn;4ðO1Þ; en;4 ¼ en;4ðO1Þ >
0 such that for all 0oepen;4 and for every region O2; for which
inequalities (13) and (16) holds with O2 replacing O1 (with the same
q; c13;s; a1; e1Þ and O1\@eO1CO2CO1; the inequality
ð1 bn;4esÞln;1pln;2pð1þ bn;4esÞln;1 ð17Þ
holds.
Proof. An application of Theorem 13 to the pair O2;O1 yields
ln;2pð1þ bn;2esÞln;1
for 0oepen;2: In particular,
ln;2pð1þ bn;2esn;2Þln;1:
An application of Theorem 13 to the pair O3ðeÞ;O2 yields
mn;3pð1þ bn;5esÞln;2
for 0oepen;5; where bn;5 ¼ 2c25e2ln;2 and en;5 ¼ minfb
ð1=sÞ
n;5 ; e1g: Note that
bn;5pbn;6 and en;5Xen;6 where bn;6 ¼ 2c25 expð2ð1þ bn;2esn;2Þln;1Þ and en;2 ¼
minfbð1=sÞn;6 ; e1g depend only on n;s and O1: Together with assumption (iii)
this yields (17). &
The above theorem may be applied to regions with Lip g boundaries. We
start with the simplest example. Let 0ogp1; M ; k > 0 and let
Oi ¼ fxARN : 0oxNofið %xÞ; %xAGg; i ¼ 1; 2;
where G is a bounded region in RN1 with a smooth boundary. We assume
that
jfið %xÞ  fið %yÞjpM j %x  %yjg; %x; %yA %G; i ¼ 1; 2
and
k1pfið %xÞpk; %xA %G; i ¼ 1; 2:
We do not assume any relationship between the directions of normals of O1
and O2; or even that these normal directions exist.
Lemma 17. Under the conditions of the last paragraph for every integer nX1
there exist bn;7 ¼ bn;7ðO1Þ; en;7 ¼ en;7ðO1Þ > 0 such that for all 0oepen;7 and
all f2; satisfying
ð1 eÞf1ð %xÞpf2ð %xÞpf1ð %xÞ; %xA %G;
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the inequality
ð1 bn;7eÞln;1pln;2pð1þ bn;7eÞln;1
holds.
Proof. Since @O1ALip g it follows, as noted in Proposition 3, that inequality
(13) is valid for some q; c13 > 0: Moreover, it also holds with O2 replacing O1
(with the same q; c13 > 0). Since the operator H2 has compact resolvent and
jO1\O2jpkejGj; inequality (14) yields
ln;2pð1þ bn;1kjGjeÞln;1:
Similarly for
O3ðeÞ ¼ fxARN : 0oxNoð1 eÞf1ð %xÞ; %xAGg;
where 0oeo1=2 we have
ln;3pð1þ bn;1kjGjeÞln;2:
To derive the estimate below for ln;3 we transfer the quadratic form Q3 to
L2ðO1Þ by means of the unitary map Ue : L2ðO1Þ-L2ðO3ðeÞÞ deﬁned by
ðUef Þð %x; xNÞ ¼ ð1 eÞ
1=2f ð %x; ð1 eÞ1xNÞ:
The inequality
Q1ðf ÞpQ3ðUef Þ
valid for all fAW 1;2ðO1Þ; yields the inequality ln;1pln;3 by the variational
method. &
We now turn to the application of Theorem 13 to a general region of
Ho¨lder type. The proof of our main result, Theorem 21, depends upon the
construction of mappings Te of O into itself satisfying the properties (20),
(22) and (25) below.
Other deﬁnitions of regions of Ho¨lder type are possible but Theorem 21 is
still valid for such deﬁnitions provided similar mappings can be constructed.
The underlying idea of that theorem can also be applied to uniformly elliptic
operators of the form
Hf ¼ 
XN
i;j¼1
@
@xi
ai;jðxÞ
@f
@xj
 
subject to Neumann boundary conditions provided the coefﬁcients are
Ho¨lder continuous in some neighbourhood of the boundary.
Let a bounded region OCRN be such that @OALipðg; M ; d; s;
fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1Þ: Then also @OALipðg; M ;
d
4
; s; fðVjÞd
2
gsj¼1; fljg
s
j¼1Þ: Note that
ðVjÞd
2
¼ l1j ððWjÞd
2
ða˜Nj ; b˜NjÞÞ where a˜Nj ¼ aNj þ d2; b˜Nj ¼ bNj 
d
2
; and, in
addition to conditions (i)–(iii) of the appropriate deﬁnition in Section 2,
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also the following condition is satisﬁed:
@O-l1j ðWjÞd
2
 a˜Nj 
d
4
; a˜Nj
  
¼ |; j ¼ 1;y; s: ð18Þ
Moreover, let functions cjAC
NðRN Þ satisfy 0pcjp1; supp
cjCðVjÞ3
4
d
; jrcj jpbd; where b > 0 is a constant, j ¼ 1;y; s; and
Ps
j¼1 cjðxÞ ¼
1 for xAO:
Let eN ¼ ð0;y; 0; 1Þ and xj ¼ l
1
j ðeN Þ; j ¼ 1;y; s: For xAR
N and
eAð0; d
4
 deﬁne
TeðxÞ ¼ x  e
Xs
j¼1
xjcjðxÞ: ð19Þ
Lemma 18. Let a bounded region OCRN be such that @OALipðg; M ; d; s;
fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1Þ: Then there exist A1; A2; A3; e3 > 0; depending only on
N; g; M; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1; such that for all 0oepe3
@Tei
@xj
ðxÞ  dij

pA1e; xARN ; ð20Þ
in particular, the Jacobian determinant JacðTe; xÞ satisfies the inequality
1
2
p1 A2epJacðTe; xÞp1þ A2e; xARN : ð21Þ
Moreover,
O\@eOCTeðOÞCO\@
A3e
1
g
O: ð22Þ
Proof. (1) Since the Jacobi matrix of the map Te has the form I þ eB where
I is the identity matrix and B is a matrix whose elements bij are independent
of e and bounded: jbij jpbsd ; it follows that there exists A1 > 0; depending only
on N; d and s such that inequality (20) is satisﬁed for all 0oep1: Hence, for
all sufﬁciently small e > 0 and for all xARN inequality (21) is satisﬁed.
Consequently, for all those e the map Te : RN-RN is one-to-one. Indeed,
it is locally one-to-one since JacðTe; xÞX12 and it is also globally one-to-one
since jx  yj > 2e implies TeðxÞaTeðyÞ: Also TeðOÞ is a region and Teð@OÞ ¼
@TeðOÞ:
(2) For xARN let
JðxÞ ¼ fjAf1;y; sg : xAðVjÞ3
4
d
g:
The inclusion suppcjCðVjÞ3
4
d
implies that cjðxÞ ¼ 0 for jeJðxÞ and
TeðxÞ ¼ x  e
X
jAJðxÞ
xjcjðxÞ:
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Let
CðxÞ ¼
X
jAJðxÞ
ajxj ; aj > 0
( )
and
Cðx; eÞ ¼ e
X
jAJðxÞ
ajxj ; aj > 0;
X
jAJðxÞ
ajo1
( )
:
We claim that
ðx  CðxÞÞ-
\
jAJðxÞ
Vj
 !
CO; xA %O ð23Þ
and
ðx  Cðx; eÞÞCO-
\
jAJðxÞ
Vj
 !
; xA %O; 0oepd
4
: ð24Þ
Also,
ðx  CðxÞÞ-
\
jAJðxÞ
Vj
 !
CO; xAO ð25Þ
and
ðx  Cðx; eÞÞCO-
\
jAJðxÞ
Vj
 !
; xAO; 0oepd
4
; ð26Þ
which implies, in particular, that TeðOÞCO:
Indeed, let xA %O and j1AJðxÞ: Since xAVj1-O and lj1 ðVj1-OÞ is a
subgraph it follows that fx  aj1xj1 ; aj1 > 0g-Vj1CO: Next, let
j2AJðxÞ; j2aj1; and for some aj1 > 0; x  aj1xj1AVj1-Vj2 : For similar
reasons it follows that fx  aj1xj1  aj2xj2 ; aj2 > 0g-Vj2CO; hence
fx  aj1xj1  aj2xj2 ; aj1 ; aj2 > 0g-Vj1-Vj2CO
and so on. Since for yACðx; eÞ
jyj ¼ e
X
jAJðxÞ
ajxjpe
X
jAJðxÞ
ajpep
d
4
;
condition (18) implies that for all jAJðxÞ
x  Cðx; eÞCððVjÞ3d
4
Þ
d
4CVj :
Hence x  Cðx; eÞC
T
jAJðxÞ Vj and, by (23), (24) follows. If xAO; then in the
argument above one may assume that ajX0; jAJðxÞ; hence (25) and (26)
follow.
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(3) Assume that 0oepminfA3
2
; d
4
g and xA@O: Then
dðTeðxÞÞpjTex  xj ¼ e
Xs
j¼1
xjcjðxÞ

pe
Xs
j¼1
cjðxÞ ¼ e: ð27Þ
Given xAO there exists s > 0 such that xATeðOÞ for all 0peos and
xA@ðTsðOÞÞ ¼ Tsð@OÞ: Hence dðxÞps: So dðxÞ > e implies xATeðOÞ and
O\@eOCTeðOÞ:
(4) Let djðxÞ be the distance of xAO-Vj from the boundary @O in the
direction of xj ; i.e., djðxÞ ¼ fjðljðxÞÞ  ðljðxÞÞN : Then it is known that there
exist A4 > 0 such that for all j ¼ 1;y; s and all xAO-Vj
A4djðxÞ
1
gpdðxÞpdjðxÞ:
(5) Let xAO and jAJðxÞ: Then, for 0oepd
4
; TeðxÞAO-ðVjÞd
2
and
dðTeðxÞÞ
gXAg4djðTeðxÞÞ:
By Step 2
½TeðxÞ; TeðxÞ þ ecjðxÞxjCfTeðxÞ þ eðcjðxÞ  ajÞxj ; 0pajpcjðxÞg
¼ x  eajxj  e
X
iAJðxÞ;iaj
xiciðxÞ; 0pajpcjðxÞ
( )
Cx  Cðx; eÞCO;
hence
djðTeðxÞÞXecjðxÞ:
Thus for all jAJðxÞ
dðTeðxÞÞ
gXAg4ecjðxÞ
and
sdðTeðxÞÞ
gXjJðxÞjdðTeðxÞÞ
gXAg4e
X
jAJðxÞ
cjðxÞ ¼ A
g
4e:
Consequently,
dðTeðxÞÞXA4s
1ge
1
g ;
which implies that TeðOÞCO\@
A1e
1
g
O where A1 ¼ A4s
1g: &
Lemma 19. Under the conditions of Lemma 18 there exist A5; e4 > 0;
depending only on N ; g; M ; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1; such that for all 0oepe4
jO\TeðOÞjpA5e: ð28Þ
By (2) jO\@eOjpA6eg and jO\@
A1e
1
g
OjpA7e: Therefore, the left inclusion of
(22) immediately implies that jO\TeðOÞjpA5eg but (28) makes a stronger
claim: estimate (28) has the same order in e as the estimate for jO\@
A1e
1
g
Oj:
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In the proof of Lemma 19, the following property of regions satisfying the
cone condition will be used. We say that C is a cone of size d > 0 if
C ¼ fð %x; xDÞARD : 0oxDod; %xAxDKg;
where K is an open convex set in RD1 such that 0AKCBð0; 1Þ:
Lemma 20. Let d > 0; U ; U 0 be bounded regions in RD1 and U 0CUd:
Moreover, let f;c : U-R; V ¼ fð %x; xDÞARD : %xAU ;cð %xÞoxDofð %xÞg and
let CCRD be a cone of size d: If
ð %x;fð %xÞÞ  CCV for all xAU 0;
then f satisfies the Lipschitz condition on U 0: Moreover, the Lipschitz
constant depends only on K :
The proof uses that fð %x;fð %xÞ þ Cg-V ¼ | because otherwise
ð %x;fð %xÞÞAV :
Proof of Lemma 19. (1) For any subset JCf1;y; sg put
V˜J ¼ fxARN : JðxÞ ¼ Jg;
so RN is the disjoint union of all V˜J : R
N ¼
T
J V˜J ; and
O\TeðOÞ ¼
[
J
ðV˜J-ðO\TeðOÞÞÞ: ð29Þ
We will prove that
V˜J-ðO\TeðOÞÞCð@2eV˜J Þ,V˜ðeÞJ ; ð30Þ
where
V˜
ðeÞ
J ¼ fV˜J-@O AJeaxJ ; 0pap1g; ð31Þ
AJ is a certain positive number and xJ is a certain unit vector in R
N :
(2) First let J ¼ fig: Then for all xAV˜J we have JðxÞ ¼ fig and ciðxÞ ¼Ps
j¼1 cjðxÞ ¼ 1: Hence for all xAV˜J
TeðxÞ ¼ x  exi
and for all zATeðV˜JÞ
T1e ðzÞ ¼ z þ exi:
Assume that xAV˜J-ðO\TeðOÞÞ: Since xeTeðOÞ and TeðxÞATeðOÞ; there is a
point zA@TeðOÞ ¼ Teð@OÞ which lies in the interval ðx  exi; xÞ: Hence y ¼
T1e ðzÞ ¼ z þ exiA@O; xAðy; zÞ ¼ ðy; y  exiÞCV˜
ðeÞ
J and (30) follows. (In this
case, the ﬁrst entry of the union in the right-hand side of (30) can be
omitted.)
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(3) Next let J ¼ fi; jg: Then, for all xAV˜J ; JðxÞ ¼ fi; jg;
TeðxÞ ¼ x  eðciðxÞxi þ cjðxÞxjÞ:
Let
CJ ¼ fa1xi þ a2xj ; a1; a2 > 0g;
CJðeÞ ¼ feða1xi þ a2xjÞ; a1; a2 > 0; a1 þ a2o1g
and let xAðViÞ3d
4
-ðVjÞ3d
4
-O: Since JCJðxÞ; by Step 2 of the proof of
Lemma 18 it follows that
Vi-Vj-ðx  CJÞCVi-Vj-ðx  CðxÞÞCO ð32Þ
and
x  CJðxÞCx  Cðx; eÞCVi-Vj-O: ð33Þ
(3.1) First assume that xi and xj are proportional. Let xi ¼ xj : If
xAVi-Vj-@O; then x  axiAO for small a > 0 and x  axjAO for small
a > 0: So x þ axiAO and x  axiAO for small a > 0 which contradicts
condition (ii) in the deﬁnition of a boundary of class Lip g: Thus xia xj ;
hence xi ¼ xj and
TeðxÞ ¼ x  eðciðxÞ þ cjðxÞÞxi ¼ x  exi:
Similarly to Step 2 we obtain inclusion (30)–(31) where xJ ¼ xi and AJ ¼ 1:
(3.2) Next assume that xi and xj are not proportional and set xJ ¼
xiþxj
jxiþxj j
:
Let lJ be a rotation such that lJðxJÞ ¼ eN and the image of the plane spanned
by xi and xj is the plane spanned by eN ; eN1: Inclusion (32) implies that
Vi-Vj-fx  axJ ; a > 0gCO: ð34Þ
(3.3) Let
HJ ¼ lJðVi-Vj-OÞ; H 0J ¼ lJððViÞ3d
4
-ðVjÞ3d
4
-OÞ
and GJ ; G0J be the projections of HJ ; H
0
J ; respectively, onto the
hyperplane xN ¼ 0: Condition (34) implies that for all %xAGJ there exist
fJ ð %xÞ;cJð %xÞ such that ð %x;fJð %xÞÞAO; cJð %xÞofJð %xÞ and the intersection of the
line, parallel to eN and passing through ð %x; 0Þ; and HJ is ðcJ ð %xÞ;fJð %xÞÞ: Hence
HJ ¼ fð %x; xN ÞARN : %xAGJ ; cJð %xÞoxNofJ ð %xÞg:
Furthermore, by (33), for all %xAG0J
ð %x;fð %xÞÞ  lJðCJ ðeÞÞCHJ :
(3.4) Next we apply, for ﬁxed x1;y; xN2; Lemma 20 where D ¼ 2;
C ¼ lJðCJ ðeÞÞCR2eN1;eN ¼ fðxN1; xNÞ : xN1; xNARg;
d ¼ e; K ¼ fxN1osin aJ2 g (aJ is the angle between xi and xj), U and U 0 are
the projections in R2eN1;eN onto the line xN ¼ 0 of the cross-sections of GJ ; G
0
J
respectively, in RN1e1;y;eN1 by the line parallel to eN1 and passing through
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ðx1;y; xN2; 0Þ; f ¼ fJ ;c ¼ cJ : It follows that, for ﬁxed x1;y; xN2; the
function fJ satisﬁes the Lipschitz condition in xN1: Moreover, the Lipschitz
constant LJ depends only on K ; hence on aJ ; therefore is independent of
x1;y; xN2: (In fact LJ ¼ cot aJ2 :) Thus, the function fJ satisﬁes the Lipschitz
condition in xN1 uniformly with respect to x1;y; xN2:
jfJðx1;y; xN2; xN1Þ  fJðx1;y; xN2; yN1ÞjpLJ jxN1  yN1j
for all x1;y; xN2; xN1; yN1 satisfying ðx1;y; xN2; xN1Þ; ðx1;y;
xN2; yN1ÞAG0J :
(3.5) Assume that xAðV˜JÞ2e-ðO\TeðOÞÞ: Since xeTeðOÞ and TeðxÞATeðOÞ;
there is a point zA@TeðOÞ ¼ Teð@OÞ which lies in the interval ½x; TeðxÞÞ: Let
y ¼ T1e ðzÞ; then yA@O: If yeV˜J ; then by (27)
dðx; @V˜JÞpjx  yjpjx  zj þ jz  yjojx  TeðxÞj þ jy  TeðyÞjp2e;
which contradicts the assumption xAðV˜JÞ2e: So yAV˜J-@O; hence zAy 
CJ ðeÞ where CJ ðeÞ:
Let lJ ðxÞ ¼ b; lJðyÞ ¼ Z; lJðzÞ ¼ z and let dJðxÞ denote the distance of
xAO from @O in the direction of the vector xJ ; then
b ¼ ðb1;y;bN2;bN1;bN Þ; Z ¼ ðb1;y;bN2; ZN1; ZNÞ;
ZN ¼ fijðb1;y;bN2; ZN1Þ; z ¼ ðb1;y;bN2; zN1; zNÞ;
dJ ðxÞpfJðb1;y; bN2; bN1Þ  bN :
Since also zA½x; TeðxÞÞCx  CJ ðeÞ; it follows that
jZN1  zN1j; jZN  zN jpjZ zj ¼ jz  TeðzÞjpe;
jzN1  bN1jpjz  xjpjx  TeðxÞjpe:
Also zNobN : Therefore,
dJ ðxÞpfJðb1;y;bN2;bN1Þ  fJðb1;y; bN2; ZN1Þ
þ fJðb1;y; bN2; ZN1Þ  bN
pLJ jbN1  ZN1j þ ZN  zN
pLJðjbN1  zN1j þ jzN1  ZN1jÞ þ e
p ð2Lij þ 1Þe:
Hence (30)–(31) holds where AJ ¼ 2Lij þ 1:
(4) The argument for the cases in which the number of elements in J is
greater than 2 is similar. Let, for example, J ¼ fi; j; kg: If
dim Spanfxi; xj ; xkg ¼ 1; then xi ¼ xj ¼ xk; and we set xJ ¼ xi and argue
as in Step 3.1. If dim Spanfxi; xj ; xkg ¼ 2; then we take any two linearly
independent vectors, say xi; xj ; set xJ ¼
xiþxj
jxiþxj j
and argue as in Steps 3.2–3.5. If
dim Spanfxi; xj ; xkg ¼ 3; then we set xijk ¼
xiþxjþxk
jxiþxjþxk j
and argue as in Steps
3.2–3.5. In this case the appropriate function fJ satisﬁes the Lipschitz
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condition in xN1; xN2 uniformly with respect to x1;y; xN3: In Lemma 20
one can take K to be the projection of CJ ðeÞ onto xN ¼ 0 and d ¼
inffxN : ðxN3; xN2; xN1ÞACJ ðeÞg:
(5) By (29) and (30)
jO\TeðOÞjp
X
JCf1;y;sg
ðj@2eV˜J j þ jV˜
ðeÞ
J jÞ:
Since each summand does not exceed e multiplied by a constant
depending only on N; g; M ; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1 and fljg
s
j¼1; inequality (28)
follows. &
The proof of the following theorem can be adapted to any situation in
which maps Le exist with properties (36)–(38).
Theorem 21. Let NX2; 0ogp1; M; d > 0 and integer sX1: Moreover, let
fVjg
s
j¼1 be a family of bounded open cuboids and fljg
s
j¼1 a family of rotations.
Suppose that O1CRN is a bounded region such that @O1ALipðg; M ; d; s;
Vjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1Þ:
Then for every integer nX1 there exist bn;7 ¼ bn;7ðO1Þ; en;7 ¼ en;7ðO1Þ > 0
such that for all 0oepen;7 and for all bounded regions O2; for
which @O2ALipðg; M ; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1Þ and O1\@eO1CO2CO1; the in-
equality
ð1 bn;7egÞln;1pln;2pð1þ bn;7egÞln;1 ð35Þ
holds.
Proof. (1) Since @O1ALipðg; M; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1Þ it follows that inequal-
ity (13) holds, where q > 2 and c13 > 0 depend only on N; g; M; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1;
fljg
s
j¼1 [6,11,13]. Since also @O2ALipðg; M ; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1Þ inequality
(13) holds with O2 replacing O1 with the same q and c13: Furthermore, by (2)
there exist A8; e5 > 0; depending only on N ; g; M ; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1 such
that for all 0oepe5
j@eO1j; j@eO2jpA8eg:
(2) Let
Le ¼ Tð e
A1
Þg :
Then by Lemmas 18 and 19 there exist A9; A10; A11; e6 > 0; depending only
on N; g; M; d; s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1; such that for 0oepe6
O3ðeÞ ¼ LeðO1ÞCO1\@eO1; ð36Þ
jO1\O3ðeÞjpA9eg ð37Þ
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and
@Lei
@xj
ðxÞ  dij

pA10eg; ð38Þ
which implies that
1
2
p1 A11egpJacðLe; xÞp1þ A11eg; xAO1 ð39Þ
and the map Le : O1-LeðO1Þ is one-to-one. Denote Ue ¼ L1e :
(3) Next we obtain a lower bound for mn;3 by applying the idea used in the
proof of Lemma 17 based on the variational method.
If L is an ðn þ 1Þ-dimensional subspace of L2ðO1Þ; then L˜ ¼
ff ðUeðxÞÞ; fALg is an ðn þ 1Þ-dimensional subspace of L2ðLeðO1ÞÞ; and
conversely, if L˜ is an ðn þ 1Þ-dimensional subspace of L2ðLeðO1ÞÞ; then L ¼
fgðLeðxÞÞ; gAL˜g is an ðn þ 1Þ-dimensional subspace of L2ðO1Þ: Therefore,
mn;3 ¼ inf
L˜:dim L˜¼nþ1
sup
gAL˜
R
O3ðeÞ
jrgj2 dNyR
O3ðeÞ
jgj2 dNy
¼ inf
L:dim L¼nþ1
sup
fAL
R
LeðO1Þ
jrðf ðUeðyÞÞÞj
2 dNyR
LeðO1Þ
j f ðUeðyÞÞj
2 dNy
:
Note that
jrðf ðUeðyÞÞÞj2
¼
XN
i¼1
XN
k¼1
@f
@xk
 
ðUeðyÞÞ
@ðUeðyÞÞk
@yi


2
¼
XN
i¼1
@f
@xi
 
ðUeðyÞÞ


2 @ðUeðyÞÞi
@yi


2
þ
XN
i¼1
XN
k;l¼1
i @f
@xk
 
ðUeðyÞÞ
@f
@xl
 
ðUeðyÞÞ
@ðUeðyÞÞk
@yi
@ðUeðyÞÞl
@yi
;
where
Pi means that summation is taken with respect to such k; l that either
kai or lai:
Recall that
@ðUeðyÞÞk
@yi
¼ DkiðJacðLe; UeðyÞÞÞ
1;
where ð1ÞkþiDki is the determinant obtained by deleting kth row and ith
column in the Jacobian determinant JacðLe; UeðyÞÞÞ: The Jacobi matrix of
the map Le has the form I þ ð eA1Þ
gB; where I and B are deﬁned in the proof
of Lemma 18. Hence ð1ÞkþiDki is the determinant of the matrix Iki þ
ð e
A1
ÞgBki; where Iki and Bki are obtained by deleting kth rows and ith columns
in matrices I ; B respectively. Since jIii j ¼ 1 and jIkij ¼ 0 if kai and the
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elements of the matrix B are uniformly bounded, there exists A12; e7 > 0;
depending only on N; d and s; such that for all 0oepe7 and yALeðO1Þ
1
2
p1 A12egp
@ðUeðyÞÞi
@yi

p1þ A12eg; i ¼ 1;y; N
and
@ðUeðyÞÞk
@yi

pA12eg; i; k ¼ 1;y; N; kai:
Consequently there exists A13 > 0; depending only on N; d and s; such that
for all 0oepe7 and yALeðO1Þ
ð1 A13egÞjðrf ÞðUeðyÞÞj2pjrðf ðUeðyÞÞÞj2pð1þ A13egÞjðrf ÞðUeðyÞÞj2:
Therefore, by changing variables: y ¼ LeðxÞ and taking into account
inequality (38), we have
mn;3X ð1 A13e
gÞ inf
L:dim L¼nþ1
sup
fAL
R
LeðO1Þ
jðrf ÞðUeðyÞÞj
2 dNyR
LeðO1Þ
j f ðUeðyÞÞj2 d
Ny
¼ ð1 A13egÞ inf
L:dim L¼nþ1
sup
fAL
R
O1
jðrf ÞðxÞjJacðLe; xÞj d
NxR
O1
j f ðxÞj2jJacðLe; xÞj d
Nx
X ð1 A13egÞð1 A11egÞð1þ A11egÞ1 inf
L:dim L¼nþ1
sup
fAL
R
O1
jrf j2 dNxR
O1
j f j2 dNx
:
Hence, ﬁnally, there exist b9; e9 > 0; depending only on N; g; M ; d;
s; fVjg
s
j¼1; fljg
s
j¼1; such that for 0oepe9
mn;3Xð1 e
gb9Þln;1:
Now the theorem follows by taking into account (36) and (37), and applying
Corollary 16. &
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